—SOUTH LOUISIANA has been growing in “popularity” as a center of Communist and Communist front organizations. This is all documented in a number of highly significant but ominous reports printed by the Joint Legislative Committee on Un-American Activities, State of Louisiana.

THIS IS PART TWO of two parts of the “Book Review” on that report that went out of print — the one about the Spartacist League and certain other Communist activity in South Louisiana issued July 14, 1967.

IDENTIFIED AS RED also by the committee (and the FBI and other agencies) is the “Progressive Labor Party.” Contained in the July 17, 1967 “out of print” issue of the committee is an exhibit of “PL” — official publication of the Progressive Labor Party. The back cover of the exhibit contains a contribution by Ed Clark, New Orleans leader of the Progressive Labor Party, called “Marxism and Anarchism.”

THE MILITANT is the publication of the “Socialist Workers’ Party” — a Trotskyite Communist organization. Information gathered by the Louisiana committee and published included an issue of this paper that advised “Civil Rights Leader To Head Spring Antiwar Mobilization.” And this bit of intelligence: The Stokely Carmichael of SNCC as a “friend” of the Spartacist League.

THE POLICE (God bless 'em all) come under attack by the Spartacist League via the handbill route threatening massive action.

OVERT ACTIVITIES of the Southern Conference Educational Fund (cited six times by congressional and legislative committees as subversive) are outlined in another exhibit in this booklet. It is called “Seeds For Democracy, SCEF Projects In The South.” One of the objectives of this committee front is to assign two SCEF staff members, one Negro and one white, to work fulltime setting up “workshops” in both rural and urban Louisiana.

Snick and Revolution is detailed in another article published by the Spartacist and picked up in New Orleans. Another “Black Power” handbill distributed by the Spartacist League identifies Stokely Carmichael of SNCC as a “friend” of the Spartacist League.

DEACONS FOR DEFENSE of Bogalusa and elsewhere is actively supported by the Spartacist League, another exhibit tells us. So is the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. The ex-New Orleans newspaperman Spartacist League member authored another article titled “Toward Arming The Negro Struggle.” He also put together a piece under a pen name about “Draft Resolution On The Negro Struggle.”

EXPLOITATION of racial tension is a major objective of this nationwide hate group with a New Orleans chapter. The legislative committee study is filled with page after page of it all.

PORT ALLEN — Palquemine area was the scene for distribution of another “black power” handbill passed out by a party or parties unknown in May, 1967. A handbill on a speech by Douglas Hainline, a Spartacist League organizer, is called “The Negro Riots: Reds And Black Nationalists.”

BERKELEY, the nut campus of America, is also propagandized by the Spartacist League. The Louisiana report (Page 165) shows the leadership role played by the Spartacist League at the University of California.

CONTACT LEGISLATORS in your parishes and ask them to provide the necessary funds to place this Spartacist League expose in a second printing of such massive proportions that it will reach all over the state and beyond. Citizens. Now is the time for all good men (and women) to come to the aid of their country and run the rats out the woodpile.

IT’S YOUR COUNTRY they’re out to destroy! And know what? They’re operating in your state, in your neck of the woods, using your money and hiding behind your constitution to do their vile work.

DON’T LOOK HELPLESS and ask “But what can I do?” Call or contact — but but- tonhole — that state representative or state senator of yours and put him to his first test. Public security is a top responsibility of the lawmaker.